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In the paper, topology of energy surfaces is described and bifurcation sets is constructed for the classical Chaplygia 
problem and its generalization. We also describe bifurcations of Liouville tori and calculate the Fomenko invariant 
(for the classical case this result is obtained analytically and for the generalized case it is obtained with the help 
of computer modeling). Topological analysis shows that some topological characteristics (such as the form of the 
bifurcation set) change continuously and some of them (such as topology of energy surfaces) change drastically as 
<?->0. 

1. Introduction 

The classical Chaplygin problem describes a particular case of motion of a rigid body in fluid. 
The fluid is in irrotational motion, at rest at infinity, and unbounded in all directions. In [2] Chaplygin 
described this motion by the following system of the Kirchhoff equations: 

s\ = -S-2S3 - cr-irs, r i = 52^3 - "^s^r-i, 

h = S1S3 - crir3., r-2 = 2s3ri - Sirs, (1) 

S3 = 2crir2, h = sir-z - soVi, 

where c is a certain constant, describing characteristics of the body. 
The first integrals of these equations have the form 

/ i = Tj + r2 + rl = f (geometric integral), 

/2 = siri + S2r2 + 337-3 = g (area integral), 

1 c 
H = -{sf + si + 2sl) + -{rj - r | ) (Hamiltonian). 

In the case g = 0 Chaplygin found the additional integral of system (1): 

K = {sl-sl + crlf + 4slsl 

R E M A R K 1. System (1) also appears in the problem on motion of a rigid body about a fixed point. 
Distribution of masses of the rigid body is subjected to the Kowalevskii conditions (A = B = 2C), and 
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the potential has the form - ( r f — r f ) . This problem for the potential energy of the more general form 

was considered by Goryachev [5]. The additional integral, which generalizes the Kowalevskii case, is 

also mentioned in [5]. 

Note that after certain linear changes of coordinates and time parameter we can make the 
constant / of the geometric integral and the constant c to be equal to 1. These changes of variables 
do not influence topological analysis of the problem. In what follows, we assume / = 1, c = 1. 

System (1) can be considered as a Hamiltonian system on an orbit of the co-adjoint representation 
of the group of motions of three-dimensional Euchdean space in its co-algebra e(3)*. The variables 
s\, So, S3, r i , r2) ^3 are the standard coordinates in e(3)* endowed with the Poisson structure 

{si, Sj] = eijkSk, {r,-, rj) = 0, {si, rj} = {ri, Sj} = Sijkrk, 

and the orbit M^ is represented by the equations {/i = 1, fo = 0}. The additional integral K is 
almost everywhere independent of H; therefore, the system is completely integrable in the sense of 
Liouville. 

In [2] separation of variables is found. We set 

^ s^i+sl + K . _sj + sj-K 

^3 ^3 

Then the dynamical system can be written in the new variables Aj, A2 as 

A2 = ^/W}^ 

where 

(2) 

Pi (A) = 2(A2 - 1)(A - a), P2(A) = 2(1 - A2)(/3 - A), 

Note that this transition is degenerated for K = G. 
The generalization of the Chaplygin problem was obtained by Borisov and Mamaev in [1]. They 

consider the Lie algebra endowed with the following Poisson structure: 

{S1,S2} = S3 4- - 5 , { S l , S 3 } = - S 2 , { S 2 , S 3 } = S i , 
^3 

[ri, rj) = 0, {si, rj) = {n, Sj) = Sijkrk-

This Poisson structure is nondegeneratc on the orbit M"* = {f\ = l , /2 = g), where 

fi=^n + rl + rl 

fl = r3(sir i + S2r2 + 537-3), 

^ '„2 , „2 , r,„2\ , ^ („.2 Jl\ 
and the Hamiltonian 

H == ^{s\ + si + 2sl) + ^[ri-rl) 

defines the Hamiltonian system 

, ff52 . • „ 
s\ = -S2S3 - cr2r3 -) 2", r\ = S2r3 - 2s3r2, 

''3 

h - S1S3 - c r i r s ^ , h = 2s3ri - s ira, (3) 
S3 = 2cri7-2, ^3 = SiT-2 - S 2 r i , 
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on this orbit. This system is integrable in the sense of Liouville by means of the same additional 
integral 

K = {sl-sl + crjf + 4slsl 

From the physical point of view this generalization describes the motion of an axially symmetric rigid 
body {A = B = 2C) about a fixed point in superposition of two uniform force fields. The centers of 
these fields lie in the equatorial plane of the inertia ellipsoid at equal distances from the fixed point. 
This analogue of the Kowalcvskii case was considered by Yehia [9], who however described it in terms 
of other variables. As before we set c = 1. For 5 = 0 we get the classical Chaplygin problem. 

In the present paper, topology of energy surfaces is described and bifurcation sets is constructed 
for the classical Chaplygin problem and its generalization. We also describe bifurcations of Liouville 
tori and calculate the Fomenko invariant (for the classical case this result is obtained analytically and 
for the generalized case it is obtained with the help of computer modeling). Topological analysis shows 
that some topological characteristics (such as the form of the bifurcation set) change continuously and 
some of them (such as topology of energy surfaces) change drastically as 5 -> 0. 

The authors express their deep gratitude to Profs. Alexey Bolsinov and Alexey Borisov for useful 
advices and discussions. 

2. Necessary definitions 

Let {M*,aj) be a symplectic manifold and let v = sgra.dH be a Hamiltonian system on it. 
Suppose that the system is completely integrable by means of an additional Morse-Bott integral K. 
By the Liouville theorem, each nonsingular compact level surface of the first integrals H and îT is a 
disconnected union of two-dimensional tori (Liouville tori) with quasiperiodic motion on them. 

The moment map $ : M^ —> R- assigns to a point x on the manifold the pair of values H(x) 
and K{x): x -> [H{x),K{x)). Clearly, a Liouville torus is mapped to a single point in the plane 
[h, k). The set of singularities F of the moment map is the set of points of M^ at which the functions H 
and K are dependent: F = {x E M'^ : rankcf$(a:) < 2}. The image E = $(F) of this set is called a 
bifurcation set. The surface Q^ = (x € M'^\H{x) = h} is called an energy surface. In what follows, 
we assume that this surface is nonsingular and compact. 

Consider two systems v and v' on manifolds M and M'. respectively. We restrict them on energy 
surfaces Q and Q'. Decomposition of these manifold by connected components of level surfaces of 
the additional integrals is called their Liouville foliations. We also consider a manifold Q" that is 
constructed from Q, using several operations of the following type: the manifold Q is cut along a 
Liouville torus, and then the boundaries are glued again by a diffeomorphism of boundary tori. This 
operation is called twisting along a Liouville torus. 

Definition 1. Two systems v and v' on energy surfaces Q and Q' are called roughly Liouville 
equivalent, if there exists a manifold Q" obtained from Q with the aid of twistings along tori such that 
Q' and Q" are fiberwise homeomorphic. This means that there exists a hoineomorphism (preserving 
orientation) that takes Q' onto Q" and preserves the Liouville foliations of these manifolds. 

In [3] Fomenko constructed the topological invariant for the systems with two degrees of freedom. 
This invariant classifies integrable Hamiltonian systems on energy surfaces up to rough Liouville 
equivalence. According to this theory, the Fomenko invariant, or the molecule, W{Q^,v) is assigned 
to each nondegenerate integrable Hamiltonian system v restricted to the energy surface Q^. This 
invariant is a graph, describing the Liouville foliation of the energy surface Q^. The edges of the 
graph correspond to one-parameter families of nonsingular Liouville tori, and its vertices (=atoms) 
describe bifurcations of these tori on singular levels of the integral K. One of the main results of the 
theory is the following: two nondegenerate integrable systems are roughly Liouville equivalent if and 
only if their molecules coincide. 
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The simplest bifurcations (atoms) are denoted by A and B: the bifurcation A charjicterizes 
degeneration of a torus to a circle, and B denotes bifurcation of one tori to two ones (or, conversely, 
gluing of two tori to one torus). Besides, in problems, possessing some symmetry, the atom C2 often 
appears; it describes symmetrical bifurcation of two tori to other two ones. 

In our problem the manifold M^ is given by the equations {/i = 1, / j = g) in the space R^, 
and the symplectic structure is defined through the Poisson structure. The Hamiltonian system (3) is 
Liouville integrable, and we will prove that the energy surface Q\ is compact for any h. We will denote 
the bifurcation set for /2 = 5 by £(5). Thus, S(0) is the bifurcation set for the classical Chaplygin 
problem. 

3. Topology of energy surfaces 

Theorem 1. In the classical case the surface Q^ has the following topological type: 

1. 0forh< -1/2, 

2. 25^ for - 1 / 2 < / i < 0, 

3. S^ X 52 for 0<h< 1/2, 

4. KP3 for 1/2 < h. 

Proof. 
Topological type of the energy surface Q-^ = {H = h} can be studied with the help of the 

projection IT to the Poisson sphere 5^ = {rj +r2 + r^ = 1} (see [8, 6]). In our problem the projection 
maps the surface Q'l onto the domain determined by the condition 

fir) < h, (4) 

where 

The function (p{r) is the Morse function on the sphere. Having studied its singularities, we obtain 
that for various values h the domain has the following form: the domain (4) is empty for h < -1 /2 , 
it has the form of two discs for -1 /2 < h < 0 and an annulus for 0 < /i < 1/2, it coincides with the 
sphere for h > 1/2. This means that for h < - 1 / 2 the surface Ql is empty, for - 1 / 2 < h < 0 it 
consists of two S^. For 0 < h < 1/2 the energy surface is homeomorphic to 5^ x 5^, and for h > 1/2 
it is homeomorphic to RP" .̂ Theorem is proved. • 

Theorem 2. In the generalized case the surface Q\ has the following topological type: 

1. 0forh < h{g), 

2. AS^ for h{g) <h< g^, 

3. 2S^ for g"^ <h. 

Here the separating curve h[g) is given parametrically: 

^̂  = m ^ ' 5 = ^ ^ , f 6 [-1,0) U (0,1]. (5) 

Topological type ofQ^ and the separating curves h — g"^ and h = h{g) are represented in Figure 1. 
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Proof. 
We show that in the generalized case the projection TT to the Poisson sphere S"^ = {ri+r^+r^ 

maps the surface Q\ onto the domain determined by the condition 

ipg{r) < h, 

where 

= 1} 

(6) 

fgir) K̂ - rl + + 
The surface Q)̂ , is stratified over this domain with the circle fiber contracted to the point over the 
botindary. 

To prove this fact we introduce new variables Wi by the 
formulae: 

-ti + Wi. 
^3 

Then in variables (r, w) the equations of the orbit M^ 
{/i = li /2 = 9} take the form 

„2 
rj- + r. 2 , _2 

2 ^ '^S' 
r-iTz;i + r2W2 + ^3103 = 

and the Hamiltonian is written down as 

0, 

i(»f.»?..(-+i)>K^^^^'-^0 
We fix a value h of the energy and a point r = (ri,r2,r3) on 
the Poisson sphere and try to find the preimage n~^{r) of this point on the surface Qf^. Obviously, 
the preimage of this point is the intersection of the ellipsoid 

1 ^(wi + wl + 2{w3 + ^y^ h- + l2 +'^1 ^2 (7) 

with the center (0,0, —g/2) and the plane 

riwi + r2W2 + r3ii;3 0 

ill the space {wi,W2,w-i)- For simplicity, we denote the right-hand side of equation (7) by pg{h,r). It 
can be easily shown that for pg{h,r) < g~r1/{% — ir\) the plane does not intersect the ellipsoid, for 
Pg[h, r) = g^rl/{8 - 4r^) it touches the ellipsoid, and for Pg{h, r) > g'^r\/{S - Ar\) the plane intersects 
the ellipsoid along the circle. 

Replacing pg{h,r) by its expression in terms of g, h, and r, we obtain that the preimage of the 
point (ri,7-2,7'3) is not empty if and only if 

h> K'-' 4 + 9 
2-rj + (8) 

It is easy to see that for (7 = 0 the function ipgir) gives the function tpir). Since there is the 
variable r-^ in the denominator of (8) for 5 7̂  0, the domain (6) does not contain the circle r3 = 0 for 
any h. Thus, the surface Q^ always consists of at least two disconnected parts. 

For 9 7̂  0 the function (pg{r) is the Morse function and has four singular points of index 0 (two 
points in each domain r^ > 0 and ra < 0) on the level h = h{g) (where h{g) is determined by 
formula (5)) and two singular points of index 1 (one point in each domain rs > 0 and rs < 0) on the 
level h = g'^. Thus, the domain (6) is empty for h < h{g), it has the form of four discs (two discs in 
the domain 73 > 0 and two ones in the domain rs < 0) for h{g) < h < g^ or two discs (one disc in 
each domain 7-3 > 0 and r^ < 0) for g'^ < h. Theorem is proved. • 
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4. Bifurcation set 

To determine the bifurcation set we need some simple propositions based on the analysis of 
right-hand sides of systems (1), (3). 

Proposition 1. Any fixed point of the flow sgradH lies on the hyperplane ri = 0 or r2 = 0. Any 
closed trajectory of the flow sgradH intersects the hyperplane ri = 0 or r2 = 0. 

Proof. 
We have Sj = 0, fj = 0, i = 1, 2, 3, at any fixed point of the flow. In particular, the third equation 

of systems (1) and (3) gives us 53 = 2rir2 = 0, whence ri = 0 or r2 = 0. We now consider an arbitrary 
closed trajectory. Since the coordinate S3 depends on time periodically on this trajectory, there exists 
an instant of time to such that 53(̂ 0) = 0. Therefore, by virtue of the third equation of the system we 
have ri(<o) = 0 or r2(fo) = 0. 

• 
Proposition 2. Any Liouville torus intersects the hyperplane ri = 0 or r2 = 0. 

Proof. 
We take an arbitrary point on the Liouville torus and issue the trajectory from it. This trajectory 

is either closed or everywhere dense on the torus. The coordinate S3 depends on time periodically 
or almost periodically on this trajectory. Then there exists Q̂ such that 33(̂ 0) = 0. Therefore, the 
trajectory (and, consequently, the Liouville torus) intersects the hyperplane ri = 0 or r2 = 0. • 

Corollary 1. Singular fibers of the Liouville foliation intersect the hyperplane ri = 0 or r2 = 0. 

Proof. 
A singular fiber of the Liouville foliation has a fixed point or a closed trajectory. Therefore, it 

intersects the hyperplane ri = 0 or r2 = 0. • 

Theorem 3. The bifurcation set S(0) is a union of the curves 71, 70, 73, where 

71 : A: = 0, /» > - 2 ' 

7 2 : A: = (2/1 + 1)2, / i > - i , 

73 : k = (2/t - 1)-, /i > 0. 

The bifurcation set is illustrated in Figure 2. 

Proof. 
In order to calculate S(0) we study singularities of the system of the first integrals / i , /2, H, 

and K. It is convenient to determine critical points of the moment map from the condition 

rank J < 4, 

where 

J = 

/ si S2 2s3 ri - r2 0 \ 
si77 + 2sis^ -S2r} + 2s\s2 0 0 0 r^j] 

ri r2 rs si S2 S3 
V 0 0 0 ri r2 r3 / 

(9) 

is the Jacobi matrix of the map H x K x fi x /2. We introduce the notation 7/ = Sj — s.3 + r | into 
formula (9) . 
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According to Corollary 1, it is sufficient to consider the cases ri = 0 or r2 = 0. First we suppose 

n =0. 

In this case the condition rank J < 4 is valid if and only if all Aijki are equal to zero. Here 
Aijki are determinants of matrices consisting of columns of the Jacobi matrix (9) with the numbers 
1 < i < i < A; < / < 6. 

We solve the system of equations Ayt/ = 0 for ri = 0 in 
the case 

si = 0 . 

In this case the relation 

(-si + r|)(r3S2 - r2S3){r2r3 + S2S3) = 0 

is valid at the critical points. From this relation and the system 
of the first integrals we find the bifurcation curves 71 and 72. 

Now suppose 

Fig- 2- r^ = 0. 

VVe consider the system of equations Aijki = 0 for r2 = 0 in the case 

S2=0. 

With these assumptions we obtain the following relation for the critical points 

(s? + rl){r3Si - ri53)(rir3 - .S1S3) = 0. 

The corresponding critical values determine the curve 73. 
Analysis of other conditions ri = 0, si 5̂  0 and r2 = 0, s-2 7̂  0 shows that there are no bifurcation 

curves other then 7 .̂ Theorem is proved. • 

REMARK 2. It can be easily shown that in the classical Chaplygin case the bifurcation curves ji are 
parts of surfaces of multiple roots of the polynomials Pi{X), i = 1, 2, which appear in separation of 
variables. This fact is not accidental. If in a problem the separating variables are found, then we often 
seek the bifurcation set in the form of a surface of multiple roots of the corresponding polynomials 
(sec, for example, [4j). However, in some problems separating variables have not known yet. Analysis 
of rank of the Jacobi matrix for the map H x K x fi x f2 allows us to obtain the equation of the 
bifurcation set and even to find polynomials, whose multiple roots give these equations, in all cases 
without separating variables (see [7]). Polynomials of this type are found in the generalized Chaplygin 
case as shown in the theorem below. Probably, these polynomials (or sirnilar polynomials) take part in 
separation of variables. 

Theorem 4. For nonzero area constant the bifurcation set S(g) is a union of the curves 74. 75, 75. 
Here the curve 74 is a half-line 

, „ , , , 1 g'^±2gs{l-s'^) , , , , 
k = 0, h{.s) = - + -^ ( l - U ^ ' ^^(~^'^) ' 

and the curves 75, 76 are parts of surfaces of multiple roots of the polynomials 

i?i(A) = a4A'* + osA'̂  + a2A^ + oiA + oo, 

i?2(A) = 64A'' + 63A3 + 62A2 + 61A + 60, 
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where 
04 = (1 + a)2, 
03 = -2{Pa + a^ + l3+ 30-80"^ + 2), 
a2=P'^ + 4Pa + a^ + 6{l3 + a + l)+ Ag^{a - 2/? - 9), 
a, = -2{0^ + pa + ZI3 + a + 2g^{a -30-6) + 2), 
ao = (l+/3) ' + V ( 5 ' - / 9 - l ) , 

h = {l-P)\ 
h = -2{0^ + I3a-3p - a + %g^ + 2), 
62 = yŜ  + 4/3a + Q2 _ 6(^ + a - 1) + Ag^{li -2a + 9), 
61 = - 2 ( / 3 Q + ft2 _ /3 _ 3a + 252(^ _ 3a + 6) + 2), 

6o = ( l - a ) 2 + 4<72(52_^ + l) 

/fer^, as before, a = 2H + sfK, P = 2H- \fK. 
The bifurcation set is illustrated in Figure 3. 

Proof. 
Similarly to the previous theorem, it is convenient to determine the critical points of the moment 

map from the condition 
rank J < 4, 

where 
/ si 52 253 r i -r-2 

Sx11 + 2sisl -S2T] + 2s\s2 0 0 0 

\ 0 

r-2 

0 

r-3 s i S2 

0 r i 7-2 

0 
r^T} 

a + s^rl 

^3 

\ 

/ 

is the Jacobi matrix of the map H x K x f[ x /2, f{ = (/i — g)/rz. We introduce the notation 
T] — s\ — s?2 + r'l into formula (9). 

According to Corollary 1, it is sufficient to consider the 
cases ri = 0 and r2 = 0. Suppose 

n =0. 

We solve the system of equations Ajjfei = 0 for ri = 0 in 
the case 

Si = 0. 

Then the relation 

(-52 + r|){r-|(s253 + r2r3)u + gs2S2r2} - 0 

takes place at the critical points. Here we put 

Fig. 3. w = S3r2 - 52r3. (10) 

1 M - 2T- / 4T-

_̂̂ __ 
" j . 

OSO -

4r- ^ •-—^L^—- " 
h • 

i^^^^_^„^ 
< W I M '"k 

N, 

< W I M '"k 

.«1 

From the system of the first integrals we obtain the curve 74 as well as the curve 

h=^ (YZ:;O+V^ + (rat; + p)2 - nfj , 

\k = il-rl)^[l-i^^-.f]\ 
(11) 
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where the variable v (with regard to relation (10)) satisfies the equation 

r2(l - rlfv' + gil - rifv' -r,{il- 4)' + g^r^jv - g\l = 0 

for r2 6 (-1,1). 
If we eliminate the variable v, then system (11) can be represented in the form Ri{r2) = 0, 

R[{T2) = 0. Thus, we obtain the curve 75. 
Consider the case r2 = 0, S2 = 0. Similarly, we find the system of equations, which determines 

the other bifurcation curve: 

h = ^ ( T ^ +u^ + {riu + g)^ + rl\ , 

r i ( l - r 2 ) V + 5 ( l - r ? ) V -
l -Mil ~rlf-g^r',}u-9'rl = 0 

for ri € (—1,1) and u = riSs — r^si. 
Eliminating the variable u, we represent this system in the form R2{ri) = 0, 1^2(^1) = 0-

Therefore, we obtain the curve 75. 
It can be shown that the cases si ^ 0 and S2 # 0 do not give new curves. Theorem is proved. 

• 
In conclusion, we formulate the results, concerning the number of Liouville tori in the preimage 

of the moment map and analysis of their bifurcations. 

Theorem 5. In the Chaplygin problem the preimage of any nonsingular value of the moment map 
consists of two tori. All saddle bifurcations have the type C2. The Fomenko invariant is given in 
Table 1 for various energy levels. 

Proof. 
To prove this theorem we analyze dynamical system (2) in terms of separating variables (Ai, A2) 

and the formulae of transition from the initial variables {s,r) to the separating variables. • 

In the generalized case, we find the number of tori in the preimage of the moment map and 
describe their bifurcations with the help of computer modeling. Number of tori in various domains 
of the image of the moment map are shown in Figure 3. The Fomenko invariant for the generalized 
case is given in Table 2. Note that the bifurcation set for the generalized case continuously transforms 
to the bifurcation set for the classical case as 5 -> 0. However, the number of tori in some domains 
is doubled. This can be explained by the fact that tori, intersecting the circle r3 = 0 for (7 = 0 in 
the projection to the Poisson sphere, are "cut" by this circle into two tori for 5 # 0. Besides, we 
can observe decomposition of the singularity C2 (in the classical case) into more simple bifurcations 
of type B (in the generalized case). This fact very often takes place in perturbations of integrable 
systems, when systems lose their symmetry. 

Topological analysis of the generalized Chaplygin problem shows that this problem is a substan
tially different generalization of the Kowalevskii case (in formulation [9]): comparison of topological 
invariants shows that the Kowalevskii case and the case [9] are not Liouville equivalent, and, moreover, 
are not orbitally equivalent. 
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0. E. OPEJI, n . E. PHBOB 

BHOyPKAIIHOHHblE MHOmECTBA B OJJHOK SAflAME 0 JBHH^EHHH TBEP-
JlOrO TEJIA B iKUJlKOCTU H EE OBOBmEHHH 

IIocmynuAa e pedaKuum 9 umnn 1998 z. 

B CTaTbe onticaiia Tono<iornH snepreTHMecKHX noBepxiiocTefl H nocTpoeHW 6n())ypKaunoHHbie .MiiOH^ecTBa ji.ifl K.iac-
CHMCCKOfi saaami Man^ibirHHa H ee o6o6uieiiHri. Mbi xaKKC oniicbiDae.vi 6n(})ypKamiii TopoB JIHVBII-I-IH II Bbimic.iHC.M 
iiiiBapiiaiiTbi Oo.MenKO (.H.IH K.iaccMMecKoro c-iVHan STH peay.ibTaTU no.iyieHbi aiia.iiiTiiMecKii, a a^n o6o6mennoro 
npii noMomii KO.MnbioTepnoro MOito.iifpoBaHiin). Tono-iorHiecKiifl aiia.iiia noKaabiBaer, MTO HCKOTopbie Tono.ioni-
lecKiie xapaKTcpiicTiiKH (xaKiie KBK (|)opMa 6n(j)ypKauHOiiHoro .MHOHsecTsa) H3MenHK)TCH HcnpepbiBiio, a flpynic 
(KaK Tono.ioriiH aiiepreTHMecKiix noBepxHOCTCft) TepnnT paapbtB npn 5 -+ 0. 
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